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The Pablo Collection
C. C. Leathers Inc. is renowned for providing access to
a wide range of beautiful and often unusual leathers for
designers. We are pleased to add a new and exotic
leather that will allow designers to offer something
unique to their clients: The Pablo Collection.

Pablo is an amazing collection of soft, pliant natural fish
skins available in the most vibrant selection of fashion
colors – colors previously not found in this type of
product. Shimmering sapphire blues, stunning yellows,
vibrant reds along with metallic combinations and more.
Instead of individual small fish skins, a new pioneering
technology “welds” same-size skins together into usable
panels. This innovative concept provides uniform, highly
durable fish skin panels that are large enough for a wide
range of larger-scale applications not possible before
such as wall panels and upholstery.
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The Pablo Collection
Examples of Leathers
A very exclusive product, these
panels breathe fresh life into
leather wall panels. Utilizing
smaller scale salmon skins and
larger scale pirarucu skins,
panels can be made of entirely
one type of fish or a
combination of both fish for a
more textured look.
Panels are approximately 20”
wide and available in 40”
lengths or longer lengths at an
up charge.
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The Pablo Collection
Sustainability
Both fish are a bi-product of the food industry coming from sustainable
managed farms controlled and regulated by IBAMA – the Brazilian Institute of
Environment and Renewable Natural Resources. What would normally be
waste skins are now transformed into beautiful, award-winning exotic leather
that is extremely soft and durable as well as environmentally responsible.
Chrome-free, organic tanning allows for more natural and vivid color fixing,
adding value to the fabrication of wall panels and furniture. Constant research
and development has resulted in tanning methods that provides this exclusive
“bio leather”. Based on a blend of biodegradable acrylic resins, polymers,
synthetic and vegetable tannins, this provides superior quality leather free of
heavy metals and environmentally safe.
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The Pablo Collection
Pablo Eco-Friendly
The tannery that provides Pablo
integrates small farmers,
fishermen and indigenous
communities that recycle a part
of the fish that otherwise would
end up in a landfill site and
provides a unique, high quality
leather that can be used by
interior design markets
globally. A CITES, (Convention
on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora) certificate is
issued with each shipment.
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The Pablo Collection
What we can do for you
Our artisans will work with you to
create something unique for your
project, determining fish species
and scale required, color or color
combinations and estimate
requirements for your project. As
well, we can fabricate the finished
item for you, whether that be wall
panels or furniture. Pablo is ideal
for:
Wall panels
Headboards
Chair + barstool exterior
backs/sides
Ottoman sides
Picture + mirror frames
Lamp bases
Decorative table sides, trays, boxes
Decorative panel inlay on cabinetry

If you have questions, please call Customer Service at:

Toronto area: (+1) 416-462-1229 • North America toll free: 1-888-784-8874
Email: ccli@contractleathers.com
Visit our website for more information on our products and services at: contractleathers.com
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